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Whether you are heading out on a camping trip or simply enjoying a backyard bonfire, this book will

satisfy your appetite and provide hours of entertainment for the whole family. From breakfast treats,

to hot dogs, to smores and more--you will find recipes the whole family will love. Great for scouting

groups, Easy Campfire Cooking is filled with tips, campfire safety, and techniques on how to build

the perfect cooking fire. Best of all, cooking over a fire brings together family and friends to enjoy

food and fun in a relaxing atmosphere.
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I bought this book before going on a 5 day camping trip with my boyfriend and our 3 year old

daughter. We decided we were going to cook over a fire 3 meals a day for the whole 5 days. This

book made planning and executing our meal times a breeze!! The book is very well laid out

depending on which method you are going to cook by. In each section it is also laid out from

breakfast-lunch-dinner-snacks. The book explains very well how to cook each food. Most of the

recipes we tried were delicious. I would highly recommend this book!

This book was exactly what I was looking for. Many recipes are good for grilling as well as campfire

cooking. Organized by type of cookware you are using which makes planning much easier. Easy to

follow and prepare recipes, and most importantly - GREAT tasting!



This is a handy helper for the camping trip. Trying to come up with recipes to meet a lot of different

pallets is hard enough at home in your own kitchen let alone on an open fire out in the woods. At

least with this book you can plan ahead of time for a variety of meals. It shipped on time and in good

shape.

I bought this book to look for some new ideas and recipes for scouts to cook and for use on some of

our own camp outs. It has a good mixture of easy things to make in foil, skillet, stick, ditch oven and

more. I got a few good recipes from it.

This book had lots of good looking recipes and the organization of them, by cooking method and

then into courses, made it very convenient to use. The recipes that we were able to try were

somewhat fun to make, fairly tasty as far as camping food goes, and, for the most part, easy to

prepare. The only thing was, and my husband agreed, that it seemed more suitable for those

camping in RVâ€™s rather than in tents. A lot of the recipes called for things that need to be

refrigerated; eggs, dough rolls, cheeses, and other things of that nature. So if you are camping for

just one night or donâ€™t mind trekking back into town to pick up fresh ice for the chest every day,

than this is really fun book. If not, make sure you bring an RV with you.

Fast shipping, great quality print, but instructions in book are brief with very little illustration.No detail

instructions for size of cookware to use (cast iron) or how many briquets to cook on.I am quite

experienced on the kitchen and at the campfire but will stay away from about 50% of recipes in this

book for now and feel confident to try about a quarter of all content I have red so far.Pros:However

there are plenty of things to try considering the huge amount of information provided.It is a complete

guide to campfire cooking. I found at least one recipe I am confident to bring to campfire from each

section of the book on any cookware and it is a lot to go.I can consider it is an ultimate campfire

book (will write my best recipes on the cover and good to go)

Sectioned off by cooking methods. (ie: pie makers, on a stick, dutch ovens, in the coals, etc.)Good

ideas and simple to use.You will need to make sure you have the right equipment or some of the

cooking methods in the book are useless.If you are not an avid camper, you may nt have everything

you need.

Bought this for my son-in-law for Christmas. He and my daughter do a good bit of tent and trailer



camping and this book gave them some good ideas for new ways to prepare old favorites over an

open fire. It ain't just hot dogs and s'mores!!
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